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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

“Vito” fights the rising cost of Food Service cooking OIL
Prolong the life of your Oil by 50% with better food quality…
It seems that every week we hear more and more about the bio fuel market and finding
alternatives to crude oil, the problem for food service operators is that as demand for corn
rises so does the cost of grain and canola oil. In the last 18 months we have seen the price
of Canola Oil double. From around $17 a pail to a new high of $34 a pail in July. With no
signs of a cooling market its time we look for way to cut our cooking oil costs.
New to the Ontario market is the Vito Oil Filtering system. Developed and built in
Germany only seven years ago it has sold over fifteen thousand units globally including
some of the biggest names in the food service business.
Vito made its Ontario debut at the HOSTEX show in Toronto this past spring. This
compact stainless steel Filtering device is about the size of a blender and is designed to be
dropped in your deep fryer at full operating temperature during regular business hours to
prolong the life of your cooking oil. The results in the Ontario market thus far are
between 40 and 50 percent reduction in oil purchasing. The product in many cases has
doubled the life span on the operator’s deep frying oil. Although this sounds too good to
be true the benefits don’t stop their… the flavor profile and health benefits are
compounded because the system actually removes carbon from the oil (a known
carcinogenic). Up to 95% is the company claim, by doing so the flavor of the product is
not compromised by carbon or burnt oil flavor. It will reduce the operator’s labour costs
as fewer oil changes are needed. It works on any oil or shorting type and is simple to use
with dishwasher clean up. Another major advantage is the safety factor. Conventional oil
filtering requires hot oil to be transferred from fryer to filtering device and back again
increasing your labour costs and potential for work place accidents, this unit simply sits
in you deep fryer on a self timer for less than 5 minutes and is removed for easy storage.
A quick calculation: say your establishment uses 7 pails of oil a week (16lt) at $33 per
pail this system can save you over $4800.00 the first year alone. It easy to see why
VITO is fighting the rising costs of oil.
For information on the Vito Oil filtering System see the web site at www.VitoOil.com or
call the Ontario Sales Office at 416-388-0707. Dealers through out Ontario.

